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 The Importance of the Graphics for your Business Without a logo, no one will even notice your business. This is a fact. But, if
you are not good at creating unique and attractive graphic designs, it would mean loss of business for your company. Whether

you are new to graphic designing or a professional, finding the right art department and technology is key. If you are thinking to
start a new business or are looking for a profitable marketing campaign, design the right image. Your logo should express the

essence of your company or brand. It could be anything from the shape of the company to the colors it uses. Now, what is really
important is the message you convey in your logo. At MINDset, we have a team of designers who have put their efforts to create
the perfect logo for your business. Reasons to Choose MINDset for Graphic Designs for Your Business We work with the latest

tools, technologies and strategies to bring out the most unique designs. Our team of creative designers are certified and
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accredited to build the strongest connection with your brand. We are a one-stop solution to every brand needs, from branding to
website designing. The efficiency of our designs ensure your cost per unit is minimum. MINDset is a full service Creative

Branding Agency based in India and with a global presence. We are famous for designing brands that have a global
presence.Iranians in Israel Iranians in Israel are Iranian citizens who live in Israel, and in particular in Tel Aviv. History The first
Iranian immigrants arrived in Israel in the 1950s, mostly from the northern cities of Khorramshahr, Kashan and Tehran. Most of

the Iranian Jewish immigrants lived in Beit Hanoun, Gaza and the Negev. Numerous Iranian Jews have immigrated to Israel
since the 1979 Islamic Revolution. Demographics In 2008, the Jewish Agency for Israel estimated that 5,300 Jews are of Iranian

descent in Israel. Israel's 2012 census showed that "about 4,300 Jews" are of Iranian descent. Notable people Seyed Kazem
Khadem (1911–2009), Iranian poet and writer Akbar Vatandost (1948-2003), Iranian TV director and script writer References
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